From left: Randall Hastings ’92, Todd Zavorskas ’91, Michael Pinosky ’91 and Kellen Zavorskas

From the Class of ’91 (l-r): Pam Robinson, Lisa Kaya, Leega Peltz-Brightman, Kim Tabens Garage, Fran Rosenthal Gavit, Robin Barkowitch Abrutyn

Enjoying the reception at Hotep’s were (l-r): Kelvin Ayala ’98, Kevin Campbell ’99, Wayne Webster ’96, and Kiaiska Martin ’96

Dick Cardin ’62 and Kristian Jensen ’55

From left: David Vale ’61, ’67; Reg Comeau ’61; Pat Wilcox ’61; Bill Banulski ’62; Carl Gammotti ’63; Reno Mastriani ’63
Reunions took on a special meaning during the University's annual Homecoming and Parents Weekend, October 12, 13, and 14. On Friday, the African-American and Hispanic Alumni met for a reception at Hotep's Restaurant in Hartford; alumni from the Classes of 1991 and 1996 met on campus. The evening was capped off with a spectacular opening to the 2001–02 men’s and women’s basketball season at Midnight Mania in the Chase Family Arena.

On Saturday, as parents and students attended presentations by all of the University’s nine schools and colleges, viewed sports events, and enjoyed the spectacular fall foliage on campus, two alumni reunions were in full swing at the picnic grove. One reunion was a gathering of the Lambda Phi Alpha, Omega Kappa Delta/TKE, and Upsilon Xi from the ’60s and early ’70s. The other reunion was for the African-American Alumni chapter. In the evening, Red Caps, Student Government Association, and the Classes of 1991 and 1996 enjoyed a reunion at the Harry Jack Gray Center. Also that night, Capitol Steps, the political-musical comedy group, entertained everyone at Lincoln Theater.

On Sunday, members of the Class of 1951 gathered for a festive reunion brunch at The 1877 Club to celebrate their 50th reunion. Members of the Classes of 1940 through 1950 joined them in the celebration.